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Francisco Cruz

MEET THE FACILITATORS

Years with PMA
PMA Home
Years of Risk
Consulting

13
Miami, FL
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Seve Ponce de Leon
Years with PMA
PMA Home
Years of
Software
Development

Spain
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Number of
Projects
(Risk Consulting)

>100

Industry Sectors
(Risk Consulting)

Infrastructure (Airport, Tunnels, Bridges,
Ports, Rail, Roads) and
Pharmaceutical/Medical Devices

Industry Sectors
(Software)

Planning, Scheduling, Risk Analysis,
Schedule Analytics

Education

• BSCE – UASD, Dominican Republic (2004)
• MEng – Construction Mgmt., UPRM (2007)
• Virtual Design & Const. – CIFE, Stanford
(2014)

Education

• BS University of Wisconsin – Madison
(2008)

Key Competencies

Non-Work
Activities

Project Management, Project controls, VDC,
cost estimating, planning & scheduling,
training, facilitation, cost/schedule risk
analysis

Tennis, travel

Number of
Projects
(Software)

12

Key
Competencies

Non-Work
Activities

>10

UX Research, UI Design, Wireframing,
QA/QC, Scrum, Product management,
Software documentation and
specifications, Customer support

Spanish Padel
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WHAT IS A RISK?
PMI DEFINITION
Project risk is an uncertain event or condition that,
if it occurs, has a positive or a negative effect on a
project’s objectives.
Event with positive effect – opportunity
Event with negative effect – threat
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QUESTIONS
ANALYSTS
HELP TO
ANSWER

What is the chance of finishing the project on time and on budget?
What date can I be XX% confident of finishing by?
What are the main risks that could potentially impact my project?
What tasks or cost line items are more likely to be impacted?
How much would it cost to treat these risks to finish on time?
How much cost and schedule contingency should I allocate?
How much management reserve should I allocate?
Is there any cost and schedule tradeoff?
What is the total impact of escalation?
What is the most likely outcome if I decide to treat the main risks?
How much time and money would I potentially be saving?
What would be the total cost contingency drawdown in $YOE?
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PROJECT RISKS

INDIVIDUAL RISKS

SYSTEMIC RISKS
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INDIVIDUAL RISKS
Individual risks are specific
events or conditions that might
affect project objectives.
Understanding individual risks
can assist in determining how to
apply effort and resources to
enhance the chances of project
success.

Day-to-day Project Risk
Management focuses on
these individual risks in order
to enhance the prospects of a
successful project outcome.
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SYSTEMIC RISKS
Systemic risks include those
risks that are not unique to a
particular project and are not
readily manageable by a
project team at a given point
in time.

These risks may be driven by the
nature of a company's project
system (such as funding projects
before the scope is defined),
capabilities, or culture.
They may also be driven by the
level of technology in a project or
the complexity of a project's scope
or execution strategy.
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TREATMENT OF SYSTEMIC RISKS
Systemic risks for project can
have a huge effect on project
outcomes (longer schedule,
higher cost).

The evaluation of systemic risks are
evaluated through parametric models,
which are usually derived from historical
data – usually for same company,
perhaps industry.

Parameters in a typical systemic risk quantification model
for process-plant project would include:
o
o
o
o

Scope definition
Process technology
Process severity
Process and execution complexity

o
o
o
o

Project team development
Project controls
Estimate basis
Schedule basis
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ASSOCIATION FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF COST
ENGINEERING (AACEI)

Source: (Figure 7.6-1 from the TCM Framework; 2015 edition)
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PMI PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT
Plan Risk Management
• Tailored risk
management process
• Risk thresholds
• Process Roles
• Risk Management Plan

Identify Risks
• List of risks
• Risk owners

Perform Qualitative
Risk Analysis
•
•
•
•

Probability, impact
Root causes
Importance
Prioritized list

Plan Risk Responses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategies
Actions
Action owners
Timing
Analysis
Project plan updates

Perform Quantitative
Risk Analysis
Monitor & Control Risks
•
•
•
•
•
•

Numerical Models
Combined outcomes
Confidence limits
Sensitivity analysis
Prioritized list updates
Simulation

• Status and trends
• Reporting
• Trends in risk exposure
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Applying risk management across life cycle of project:
Generic
Life-Cycle
Phases

Concept

Overall Project Duration: Concept to Fully Operational
Plan
Identify
Assess

First comprehensive risk evaluation for project
Emphasis is on qualitative analysis
Mitigate (actions may occur over entire duration of project)
Respond (actions may occur over entire duration of project)

Risk Register (updated routinely over course of project)

Definition

Plan
Identify
Assess

Second comprehensive risk evaluation for project, often
done in conjunction with evaluation of project options

Qualitative +
Quantitative analyses

Mitigate (actions may occur over entire duration of project)
Respond (actions may occur over entire duration of project)

Design
Develop
or Build
Application
(Testing)
Post
Completion

Risk Management
During Execution
of Project

Plan
Identify
Assess

Reviews/evaluation can be “ad hoc”
or performed on regular frequency

Qualitative +
Quantitative analyses

Mitigate (actions may occur over entire duration of project)
Respond (actions may occur over entire duration of project)

Review (performance routinely over course of project)
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Project
Approval

Preliminary &
Detailed Planning

Execution

Closure

Total Project Risks
Amount
at Stake

Risks
Amount at Stake

Typical Risk Events per Phase
Unavailable
Subject
Matter Experts

No Risk
Management Plan

Poor Definition
of Problem
Unclear
Objectives
Buy-in
(by Competitive
Bidding)

Unskilled Labor

Poor Quality

Hasty Planning

Material
Availability

Unacceptable
to Client

Poor Specifications

Strikes, Weather

Unclear Scope of
Work

Scope Changes

As-Built
Changes

No Management
Support
Poor Role
Definition
Inexperienced
Team

Changes in
Schedule
Regulatory
Requirements
OSHA / EPA
Compliance

Cash Flow
Problems

PROJECT LIFECYCLE & RISKS
Key Points:
Ability to influence effects of
risks is the highest in the early
developmental stages of the
project.
The “amount at stake”
increases as the project
proceeds.
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PLANNING RISK MANAGEMENT
Understanding an Organization’s Risk Management Experience
Type of Client Experience with Risk
Considerations

Robust or
Sophisticated

Inexperienced or
“Shell Shocked”

Internal Risk
Management Guide

Likely to exist and usually is “battletested.” Emphasis is to get familiar
with it.

None may exist or, in case of “shell-shocked”
client, existing approaches are not effective.
Emphasis is to create/apply something better
often based on PMA’s experience.

Risk Management
Planning Deliverables

Expectations and templates likely
defined in Risk Management Guide.
Need to understand and identify
how to adjust/tailor for project.

Need to work with client to define. Likely
looking for PMA to recommend and develop.

Risk Attitudes

Understand client’s risk appetite, risk
tolerance and risk thresholds as they
may be well established.

Need to clearly define client’s risk appetite, risk
tolerance and risk thresholds.
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ORGANIZATIONS & RISK
Organizations perceive risks as effect of project uncertainty and organizational
objectives. May be willing to accept risks based on their risk attitudes:

Risk
Appetite:

Risk
Tolerance:

Risk
Threshold:

Degree of uncertainty an
organization is willing to
accept in anticipation of a
reward

Degree, amount or
volume of risk that
organization or individual
will withstand.

Definition of the
objectives that an
organization or project will
track.
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PLANNING RISK MANAGEMENT
Items to Address in the Plan

• Project description
• Risk management methodology
• Risk management organization
• Roles & responsibility + authority
• Stakeholder risk tolerance

• Risk management tools and
guidelines for use
• Risk thresholds and corresponding
definitions
• Templates

• Risk breakdown structure

• Communication plan (relating to
risk management activities)

• Criteria for success

• Risk strategy considerations
16

RISK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
Sample Using Risk Categories
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Sample Using Project Disciplines
RBS by Discipline & Risk Sources

Pharma

Infrastructure

Design (Structural, Civil, MEP, Geotechnical, Environmental, Fire
Protection, Roadway, Traffic)

ü

ü

External (Political, Permitting, Zoning, Public Outreach, Weather,
Suppliers, Competition, Competition, Regulations)

ü

ü

Project Management, Procurement, Legal, Complexity, Funding

ü

ü
ü

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), Tolling & Traffic Controls
Safety & Security

ü

ü

Right of Way & Real Estate

ü

ü

Construction & Site Logistics

ü

ü

Information Technology

ü

ü

Commissioning, Qualification, Validation (CQV)

ü

Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA & QC)

ü

Technology Transfer

ü
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3 PERSPECTIVES OF RISK IDENTIFICATION
Current Project
Risk Identification

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

Historical Review:

Current Assessment:

Creativity Techniques:

Based on what has occurred on past
projects

Based on current state of
project.

Encourages stakeholders to use their
imagination to find risks that may affect the
project.

Need to filter experiences to match what is
really relevant to current project.
Once filtered, need to determine whether
these past risks could arise in current
project.

Multiple techniques for this interaction are
available.
Need combination of techniques to get
participants to think creatively, without
suppression of good or bad ideas.
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RISK DESCRIPTION
Use of
Structured Risk
Statement

Should include cause, event, and consequence.
Format:
“Because of _________,
_________ may occur during _________, thereby causing
an impact to _________”

Example statement:
Because of excessive wet weather,
inefficiency may occur during civil work, thereby causing
an impact (delay) to the construction schedule.
20

RISK STATEMENTS
Poor vs. Better
Poorly Written Statement

Better Version Using Structured Approach

Piping installation rework

Due to incomplete information to the pipe fabricator, pipe spools
may be fabricated to wrong revision, thereby creating pipe
installation rework in the field when they do not fit properly.

Bad Weather

High speed winds may occur during heavy lift operations, thereby
causing an impact on the project schedule.

Currency Rates

Foreign currency exchange rates may fluctuate against the basis in
the budget, thereby causing an impact on project costs.

Late Training Materials

Limited availability of technical writers may cause training manuals
not to be ready by planned training date; this delay may impact the
schedule.
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TYPICAL RISK IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES

01

Brainstorming

“Crawford Slip”

Most popular technique; Requires calling a
meeting of many (often 10 to 15) project participants;
Facilitator leads meeting attendees. List all risks
without discussion; Evaluate & consolidate list
together. Effective if discussion flow is organized by
Risk Breakdown Structure.

Variation of brainstorming. Smaller group: 7 to 10
project participants. At meeting, through series
of questions facilitator instructs all to write down
risks on a piece of paper or series of index
cards/Post-Its. All ideas are compiled, discussed,
organized and prioritized. Can be very quick
exercise.

03

Delphi Technique

02

Facilitator conducts anonymous polling of SME’s
to identify risks in their area of expertise. This
can be done remotely through e-mails.
Facilitator compiles responses without editing.
List is circulated among participants for
comments and additions. Often generates
consensus of experts in a few iterations.

Analogy

04

Obtain lessons learned or risk register from
similar previous project. Compare and contrast
information to define characteristics that may
yield similar risks.
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TYPICAL RISK IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES
Nominal Group Technique

05

Variation of brainstorming - Smaller group: 7 to 10
project participants. At meeting, facilitator
instructs all to write down risks on a piece of
paper. All ideas are compiled, discussed,
organized and prioritized together.

Checklists
Some companies or organizations have list or
database of predetermined areas of project risks.
Often this list is heavy on threats and light on
opportunities.

Expert Interviews
Identify internal or external project experts,
someone who has performed similar projects.

07

Self-diagnosis.
Allows for exchange of data and information
through e-mail or other forms of communication.

Interview to solicit their perception of project’s
risks.

06

Compile data.

23
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MAJOR SOURCES FOR RISK
Scope

Price

Schedule

Technology Selection

Market Conditions

Release of Work

Design Options

Equipment Vendors

Approval Periods

Level of Definition

Materials

Procurement Periods

Equipment Design

Labor Rates

Environmental

Exchange Rates

Deliveries of
Equipment, Materials

Onsite/Offsite

Engineering Rates

Site Layout

Indirects, Overhead

Demolition

Construction
Equipment

Type of Site:
Grassroots,
Brownfield,
Revamp
or Retrofit

Work Area Restrictions
Coordination with
Other Projects
(Interfaces)

Productivity
Work near Operating
Areas
Workforce Quality,
Ability to Attract Retain
Workers
Labor Productivity

Other
Contracting Strategy
Joint Ventures
Communication
Permitting
Political Influences

Turnaround Timing
Contract Strategy
Weather Conditions

External Constraints

Manpower Density

Vendor, Supplier and
Contractor Resources

Shift Work, Overtime
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SIZE OF INTERVIEW INTERACTIONS
LARGE GROUPS

SMALL GROUPS

Advantages

Advantages

Everyone hears everything

Easier to schedule with the project team, usually
just 2-4 hours per person for each interview

Consistency checks are easier

Disadvantages
Difficult to arrange time for all people to attend
Difficult to get the commitment from all the
necessary people for the time required to cover
all subjects
Discussion can be dominated by a few
individuals

Getting the information from the people closest to
the work, not the person dominating the
discussion

Disadvantages
Harder to do consistency checks
You may not have all the right people in the room
for an interview
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WHAT IS A RISK REGISTER?
• Repository for information
regarding each project risk:
• Database or Spreadsheet

• Need clear risk statements
• Need to define who is
responsible for risk

• Started early in project;
updated continuously

• Need to evaluate probability
and impact

• “Risk Champion” usually
compiles; entire project
team uses

• Should be ultimately used to
monitor the management of
the risk
26

RISK REGISTER
• Risk Register is kept current and
regularly reviewed by project team
• Clear risk descriptions are used –
following appropriate risk statement
“meta-language”:
• Cause, Risk Event, Effects
• Ability to easily sort and filter the
register

• Reference numbering of risks
• Where possible, cross-check
your risk register with other
similar projects – rationalize
any departures from risk
evaluation and treatment
seen in previous projects
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RISK THRESHOLDS

Impact (Based on Project Objectives)

Project
Objective

Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Cost

Insignificant Cost
Increase

<5% Cost Increase

5%-10% Cost
Increase

10%-20% Cost
Increase

>20% Cost
Increase

Schedule

Insignificant
Schedule Slippage

<5% Schedule
Slippage

5%-10% Schedule
Slippage

10%-20% Schedule
Slippage

>20% Schedule
Slippage

Technical:
Scope

Scope Barely
Affected

Minor Areas of
Scope Affected

Major Areas of
Scope Affected

Scope Difference
Unacceptable

Project scope is
now useless

Technical:
Quality

Quality Degradation
Barely Noticeable

Only Very
Demanding
Applications Are
Affected

Quality Reduction
Requires Client
Approval

Quality Reduction
Unacceptable to
Client

Project is now
useless

Safety

Assessment
Required

May add to a
hazard

Creates a hazard

Potential for injury
or fatality

Likely to cause
injury or fatality

This is just an example; threshold levels can be set based on client’s risk attitudes.
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QUALITATIVE RISK ANALYSIS
PRIORITIZATION
Mapping on Probability-Impact Matrix
Risk is assigned to “cell” in matrix where
probability is “low” and impact is “very high.”
This risk is in the red zone of the matrix and is
one that will require some sort of mitigation
strategy to move it to a better position in the
matrix.

Impact Assessment

Probability Assessment

Risk: Due to improper aggregate strength, concrete mix does not meet technical specifications and is rejected,
thereby causing a schedule delay until a compliant batch is achieved
Probability: Low (20%)
Impact: Very High (80%) as it can delay construction by months
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QUALITATIVE RISK
ANALYSIS PRIORITIZATION
P-I Rating
An alternate method of ranking risk is to determine
its P-I Rating: multiplication of probability and
impact values.

Risk: Due to inadequate aggregate strength, concrete mix does not meet technical specifications and is rejected,
thereby causing a schedule delay until a compliant batch is achieved
Probability: Low (20%)
Impact: Very High (80%) as it can delay construction by months
P-I Rating: 0.16 = (80% × 20%)
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RISK PRIORITIZATION
Advanced Concepts: Perceptual Factors
Some organizations may prioritize risks using additional “perceptual factors”
Familiarity

Manageability

Extent to which an individual, team or organization
has previously encountered the situation drives
whether risk probability is perceived as high or
low. Where there is little or no previous relevant
experience, skill or knowledge, the degree of
uncertainty is perceived as higher than is the case
when it is assessed by individuals or groups who
have come across the situation before.

Degree of control or choice that can be exercised in a
given situation drives the assessment of uncertainty,
even if the perception is illusory. Where a risk is seen
as susceptible to control, risk probability is assessed as
lower than in situations where controllability or choice
are absent (or perceived to be so).

Adapted from: Hillson, D. & Hulett, D. T. (2004). Assessing Risk Probability: Alternative Approaches.
Paper presented at PMI Global Congress 2004—EMEA, Prague, Czech Republic.
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Proximity (or Urgency)

Propinquity

If possible occurrence of a risk is close in time or
space to those assessing its probability, it will be
seen as more likely than risks which might occur
later in time or further away in space.

Term is used to describe the perceived potential
for the consequences of a risk to affect the
individual or group directly. The closer the
impact is to those assessing the risk, the higher
is its perceived probability.

Adapted from: Hillson, D. & Hulett, D. T. (2004). Assessing Risk Probability: Alternative Approaches.
Paper presented at PMI Global Congress 2004—EMEA, Prague, Czech Republic.
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RISK REGISTER
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Details of Process for Cost vs. Schedule Analyses
Process

Cost Risk Analysis

Schedule Risk Analysis

Review

Review estimate and estimate basis document
to ensure it is credible and reflects Project
Execution Plan.

Review project schedule and schedule basis
document to ensure it is comprehensive , has CPM
integrity and reflects Project Execution Plan.

Identify

Interact with project team to identify and
prioritize risks that could affect the project’s
cost outcome.

Interact with project team to identify and prioritize
risks that could affect the project’s schedule
outcome.

Model

Develop a cost model. Usually the model is a
summarization of the estimate with cost
variables added to simulate effects of risks.

Develop CPM schedule model – usually it is a
summary schedule of 75-250 activities containing
the project’s critical, near-critical or “risk sensitive”
sequences.

Range

Determine probabilistic distribution for cost risk
variables. Determine “range” inputs to the
variables.

Develop the probabilistic parameters for the CPM
model: ranges to activity durations, use of risk
events, and use of risk factors.

Simulate

Use simulation tool, such as @RISK™ or NetRisk,
to perform Monte Carlo risk simulation

Use simulation tool, such as NetRisk, to perform
Monte Carlo risk simulation.

Interpret the results of the simulation for the
project team’s use. Key item: Probability
Distribution of overall cost.

Interpret the results of the simulation for the project
team’s use. Key items: Probability Distribution of
key project milestone events and probabilistic
critical path.

Report
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QUANTITATIVE RISK ANALYSIS (QTRA)
•

Quantify risks ranked either medium or high
in the risk register

•

Identify confidence level (e.g., P80) and
confidence interval to use

•

Include uncertainty in the activity durations
and cost line items

•

Use probability distributions, pre- and posttreatment comparisons and tornado charts

•

Create a cost and schedule model to map
the risks

•

Allocate cost and schedule contingencies

•

Determine main risks to be treated

•

Run a simulation with at least 1,000
iterations or until convergence is reached

In a moment we’ll present a Demo in NetRisk showing a QtRA
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RISK RESPONSES
Qualitative Risk Analysis Considerations

Classically within risk management process,
the Qualitative Risk Analysis (QLRA) activity
just prioritizes the risk.

However, many QLRA engagements go
beyond just this prioritization and start to
develop mitigation or response strategies
immediately.

Thus, there is often a discussion of each risk
considering:
• Pre-Mitigated State (which is what the
QLRA initially does)
• Post-Mitigated State – identifying
specific actions that will be done to
mitigate the risk and re-assessing
probability and impact levels based on
the effects of the mitigation actions.
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Threat

Opportunity

Avoidance

Taking actions to avoid
the risk

Exploit

Taking actions to ensure
opportunity happens

Acceptance

Moving forward,
recognizing the risk and
its consequences

Ignore

Prepare to seize
opportunity at a later
time

Mitigate

Taking actions to reduce
probability of risk and/or
impact of risk

Enhance

Take steps to seize a
bigger “prize”

Transfer

Being able to shift risk to
another party (e.g.,
insurance)

Share

Engage another party to
assist in capturing
opportunity
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RISK MAPPING
Pre-Mitigated View

38

Treatment of Example Risk
Based on assessment of mitigation strategy to
test the aggregate, the risk moves to the left in
the matrix cell equivalent to probability “very
low” and impact “very high.” Risk now in
“yellow zone” and could be tolerated.

Probability Assessment

Impact Assessment

RISK MITIGATION
STRATEGY

Pre-Mitigation View: Probability–Low (20%), Impact–Very High (80%) as it can delay construction by months
Mitigation Strategy (reduce probability): Based on possible quarry options for aggregate, will perform a
series of test batches to ensure resulting concrete will meet specification.
Post-Mitigation View: Probability–Very Low (<5%), Impact–No change–Very High (80%) as it can still delay
construction by months, if it happens
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RISK MITIGATION DISCUSSION
Contrast and compare
risk mitigation approaches
in two transportation
related businesses: airlines
and car manufacturers.

Mitigation
Emphasis

Airlines

Automobiles

Reduce probability of risk event
(crash)

Reduce impact of risk event
(collision)

Multiple redundancies of key
airplane systems

Mitigation
Actions

Extensive maintenance program
Extensive training of pilots
Constant communication of
weather conditions

Personal safety devices (air bags,
seat belts)
Designed to withstand certain
collision forces
Mirrors and cameras to allow for
broad field of vision
Proximity sensors
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO FACILITATE?
Leading a process to get to answers – answers that will:

Help Others Learn

Make Change

Make Decisions

Plan & Set Goals
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Aims to be good at asking questions and not
providing answers. A facilitator should be
neutral and not take sides.

CHARACTERISTICS
OF A GOOD
FACILITATOR

Keeps the process moving – parks issues (to be
resolved later) if they seem to bog down the
momentum of the session.
Striking the right balance of how often you are
talking and how often you are listening.
Encourages communication to build
understanding and enable people to learn
from each other.
Guides participation from all attendees;
making sure that decisions are being made
democratically.
42

Dominating the group discussion
Downplaying ideas
Pushing personal viewpoints as being right
Dictating what you feel is the best solution
Interrupting people while talking
Using excessive speech crutches
(e.g., Uhh, Ah, Um)

TIPS: WHAT
FACILITATORS
SHOULD AVOID

Reading from a cheat sheet
Talking excessively of personal experiences
43

NETRISK
DEMO
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RISK MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION
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PMA ENGAGEMENTS IN RISK ANALYSIS

01

Quantitative Risk Analysis
Engagements

Risk Management
Execution Assistance

Cost Risk Analysis

Serving focal point role on project
team to develop & execute risk
management plan, including taking
custody of risk register, performing
qualitative & quantitative risk
analyses

Schedule Risk Analysis
Integrated Cost & Schedule Risk
Analysis

03

Qualitative Risk Analysis

02

Helping to Develop Risk Register
(Identification of Risks, Prioritization
of Risk) and Risk Mitigation/Response
Plans – facilitation and/or
development

Special Ad-Hoc Services
Risk-based contract strategy
development

04
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PMA’s History of Risk Management Consulting
1993-99
Cooper River PTA #2
(CRisk)
Texas City PX-1 (SRisk)

Amoco

DWSD Retention
Facility (SRisk)

2000-04
Tangguh LNG (SRisk)
SECCO (Qual Risk)
Bilbao BBG/BBE
(Multiple SRisk)

2005-09

Oil & Gas/Energy/Mining Projects

2010-14

2015-20

Zhuhai PTA #2
(Multiple SRisk)

Toledo Reformer #3
(Multiple SRisk)

Cherry Point Clean Fuels
(Multiple SRisk)

WRMP
(Multiple SRisk)

Hydrogen Energy CA
(SRisk + CRisk)

Oman Ghazeer
(SRisk)

Oman Khazzan
(SRisk)

BP: Upstream, Downstream, Renewables (Wind, Solar, Biofuels)

Cairn India
Rajasthan Field
Development
(Multiple Srisk + CRisk)

Ruby Field
Development
(Srisk + CRisk)

OMV
Multiple SRisk, Various Projects
PA Chemicals
(SRisk)
Freeport LNG
Marathon Petroleum
Multiple SRisk, Various Projects
Long Harbour Nickel Processing (Multiple SRisk + CRisk)
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PMA’s History of Risk Management Consulting
1993-99

2000-04

Pharmaceutical & Infrastructure Projects

2005-09

2010-14

2015-20

Leiden RemiCap 150
(Multiple SRisk)

AstraZeneca

Gurabo Oros Exp.
(SRisk)

Ethicon (SRisk)
Johnson & Johnson
DAPI US
(SRisk)
Port Authority of NY & NJ
CRisk. SRisk,
C/S Risk

FDOT
Integrated CSRA
Rockville Pilot (SRisk)
MSP T1 Parking
Structure (Qual Risk)
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QUESTIONS?
thank you for joining us
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